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ABSTRACT: Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a highly
sensitive but low-resolution technique to study the structure of
proteins. Combined with molecular modeling or other complementary techniques, CD spectroscopy can provide essential
information at higher resolution. To this end, we introduce a new
computational method to calculate the electronic circular dichroism
spectra of proteins from a structural model or ensemble using the
average secondary structure composition and a precalculated set of
basis spectra. The method is designed for model validation to
estimate the error of a given protein structural model based on the
measured CD spectrum. We compared the predictive power of our
method to that of existing algorithms, namely, DichroCalc and
PDB2CD, and found that it predicts CD spectra more accurately.
Our results indicate that the derived basis sets are robust to both experimental errors in the reference spectra and the choice of
the secondary structure classiﬁcation algorithm. For over 80% of the globular reference proteins, our basis sets accurately predict
the experimental spectrum solely from their secondary structure composition. For the remaining 20%, correcting for intensity
normalization considerably improves the prediction power. Additionally, we show that the predictions for short peptides and an
example complex of intrinsically disordered proteins strongly beneﬁt from accounting for side-chain contributions and structural
ﬂexibility.

■

INTRODUCTION
Electronic circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a widely
applied optical method to study the structure and structural
changes of biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, and
carbohydrates.1 As a very sensitive tool, CD is often used as a
quality control for recombinant proteins or to monitor changes
of the protein structure during folding, aggregation, and binding
events. Because of its sensitivity, CD spectroscopy does not
require large amounts of protein or special labeling and can be
readily used in aqueous solutions.
At a more quantitative level, the CD spectra of proteins in the
far ultraviolet (UV) range (180−250 nm) provide structural
information. The main contributor to a protein CD spectrum in
this range is the absorption of partially delocalized peptide
bonds of the backbone, such that the spectrum is mainly
determined by the secondary structure (SS).2−5 However,
isolated amino acids, except glycine, also show a CD signal in
this wavelength range.6−8 Thus, amino acid (AA) side chains
also contribute to the protein CD spectrum, albeit to a smaller
extent.
To extract information from CD spectra, it is essential to
establish a quantitative link between structural models and the
observed spectra. Since the 1980s, two major categories of
methods have been established: spectrum deconvolution
© 2019 American Chemical Society

methods (Figure 1A) predict the SS composition of a protein
from its CD spectrum, whereas spectrum prediction methods
(Figure 1B−D), vice versa, determine the CD spectrum from a
structure.
Spectrum deconvolution methods (e.g., CCA, K2D3, and
BeStSel)9−11 estimate the SS composition of proteins with
unknown structure, based on the observation that proteins with
diﬀerent SS-s have diﬀerent CD spectra. Accordingly, the
measured CD spectrum is approximated by a linear
combination of pure SS spectra or, more generally, properly
chosen basis spectra. The coeﬃcients obtained by this
approximation provide the fractions of SS elements in the
target protein (top-down arrows in Figure 1A). Basis spectra
have been previously derived from either the CD spectra of
model peptides or a larger set of reference proteins with known
CD spectra and SS composition.10
The obtained SS information can also be used to validate
structural models. To this end, SS estimates from CD
deconvolution are compared to the SS composition of a
proposed model (Figure 1A bottom). However, the reliability
and robustness of these methods depend on the quality of the
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Figure 1. Relating a protein structure to its CD spectrum. White rectangles represent experimental data; magenta, blue, red, and brown ﬁelds are
related to spectrum deconvolution and three diﬀerent spectrum calculation methods (SESCA, DichroCalc, and PDB2CD), respectively. For
spectrum deconvolution (column A), the secondary structure is determined independently from both the CD spectrum and the structural model and
subsequently compared. In contrast, spectrum prediction methods (columns B−D) compute a CD spectrum from the structure, which is compared
to the measured spectrum. Fields in the shaded area denote calculation steps at the secondary structure level.

measured spectrum,4,12,13 and even established deconvolution
methods may yield largely diﬀerent SS estimates depending on
their ﬁtting procedure and basis spectra used.14
The reverse approach, model validation based on spectrum
predictions, may allow a more robust comparison between the
model and the measured CD spectra, as well as easier
diagnostics of potential measurement errors. The most
advanced CD spectrum prediction methods are ab initio
methods (Figure 1C) and typically require computationally
demanding excited-state quantum mechanics (QM) or density
functional calculations.15−17 These methods determine the light
absorption of molecules directly from their structure, but the
large computational eﬀort usually limits such calculations to
rather small peptides. To speed up calculations, a simpliﬁed ab
initio spectrum prediction algorithm, called the matrix
method,18 has been implemented in the DichroCalc program.19
DichroCalc determines the most important features of the CD
spectrum of a protein based on its average crystallographic
structure and parameters derived from ab initio QM
calculations, albeit with limited accuracy.20
In contrast, and as an alternative to ab initio spectrum
predictions, the recently proposed PDB2CD20 method (Figure
1D) estimates the CD spectrum of a target protein from known
CD spectra of structurally similar proteins selected from a
reference set. By substituting the computationally demanding
QM calculations with a secondary- and tertiary-structure-based
similarity search among the reference proteins, PDB2CD
achieves markedly higher average prediction accuracy than
DichroCalc. However, this accuracy is limited by the number of
reference proteins structurally similar to the target.

Here, we develop and test a spectrum prediction method for
the eﬃcient validation and reﬁnement of protein structures
against measured CD spectra. Our structure-based empirical
spectrum calculation approach (SESCA) combines elements of
both deconvolution and spectrum prediction. Speciﬁcally, like
deconvolution methods, SESCA uses secondary-structurerelated basis spectra, but unlike deconvolution methods, it
obtains the required coeﬃcients directly from a model structure
(Figure 1B), similarly to other CD prediction methods (Figure
1C,D).
Because SESCA determines basis set coeﬃcients from a
model protein structure, its predictions are unaﬀected by
potential experimental errors from the measured CD spectrum
of the target protein, while the use of precalculated basis spectra
allows fast yet accurate spectrum predictions. SESCA basis sets
combine all of the experimentally determined structural and
spectral information to describe the average CD signals for the
local conformations of peptide bonds (“SS classes”). Due to this
averaging over many reference proteins, our basis sets are also
expected to be robust to experimental noise in both CD spectra
and reference structures of individual proteins. Additionally,
because our method is based on statistics of peptide bond
conformations rather than on identifying similar tertiary
structures, we expect SESCA to have a larger predictive
power than PDB2CD, particularly for proteins with structures
dissimilar to those in the reference set or even with no structure
at all.
Further, extracting precalculated basis spectra from the
available reference proteins reduces the computational
complexity of CD predictions to the calculation of a single
linear combination. Because its basis spectrum coeﬃcients rely
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Figure 2. SESCA’s CD spectrum calculation scheme. (A) Secondary structure composition (in colors) and a cartoon representation of a protein j
(here, lysozyme). The secondary structure information is translated into a CD spectrum via a basis set (here, DS3-1) composed of an assignment
matrix and a set of basis spectra. (B) The assignment matrix αki groups the secondary structure elements k (on the left) into secondary structure
classes i (on the top). The secondary structure class composition (Cji bottom line) determines the coeﬃcients in the weighted averaging of basis
spectra in (C), which are used to calculate the CD spectrum for the protein. (D) The calculated CD spectrum (dashed line) is compared to the
measured spectrum (solid line) via a root-mean-squared deviation, RMSDj. Throughout, mean residue ellipticity units are used for the spectra.

determine the quality of the model structure. Note that besides
the SS composition obtained from the model, the parameters
SESCA predictions require are stored in a collection of basis
spectra and the assignment matrix used for grouping the SS
elements. Henceforth, we refer to these parameters as a basis
set.
We derive SESCA basis sets from a set of N globular
reference proteins with known structures and CD spectra
Sexp
j (λ). The latter are approximated by a weighted sum of F
basis spectra Bi(λ)

only on the SS composition of the model structure, SESCA
avoids costly chromophore calculations, as well as tertiary
structure and fold-recognition steps. Finally, by taking
advantage of the existing high-throughput SS classiﬁcation
methods, SESCA also allows CD predictions from large
structural ensembles.
In this study, our approach is evaluated and optimized using
various available SS classiﬁcation algorithms. Additionally, we
address (a) the eﬀects of conformational ﬂexibility by using
structural ensembles during CD predictions and (b) the
contribution of natural amino acid side chains. We show that
including these contributions increases the prediction accuracy
particularly for peptides and an intrinsically disordered protein
(IDP) complex and, thus, should also enable the reﬁnement of
IDP ensemble models against measured CD spectra.

F

S jcalc(λ) =

∑ Cji Bi (λ)

(1)

i=1

where the weights (coeﬃcients) Cji are the fractions of AAs in
protein j that were assigned to the SS class i. We derive the basis
spectra by minimizing the average root-mean-squared deviation
(RMSD) between the measured spectra of the reference
proteins Sexp
j (λ) and those calculated from the secondary
structure Scalc
j (λ) for all reference proteins

■

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Basis Spectrum Calculations. We will initially assume that
the CD spectra are mainly determined by the local
conformation of the peptide bonds and subsequently also
consider the eﬀects of AA side-chain groups within the same
framework. The workﬂow of our structure-based empirical CD
prediction method is described in Figure 2. First, the local
backbone conformation is grouped into secondary structure
elements with established methods (Figure 2A), to obtain the
SS information from the protein structure required for the
SESCA calculations. Second, these SS elements are combined
into broader classes (Figure 2B) for which basis spectra are
determined (Figure 2C). This grouping is necessary to control
the number of basis spectra and optimize the prediction
accuracy. The predicted CD spectrum of the protein is
calculated from weighted averages of basis spectra (Figure
2D), which is compared to the measured CD spectrum to

1
RMSDset =
N

N

∑
j=1

1
L

λL

∑ [Sjcalc(λ) −
λ = λ1

S jexp(λ)]2
(2)

as described in the supplementary materials (SM) Section S1.
We note that in spectrum deconvolution methods9,10,21 basis
spectra are derived via the same notion but are applied
diﬀerently. In deconvolution, the basis spectrum coeﬃcients
(Cji) are treated as ﬁt parameters, which yield the SS content
from the known CD spectrum of a target protein (Figure 1A).
In our approach, the SS content is extracted from the known
structure and combined into the basis spectrum coeﬃcients to
predict the CD spectrum. Cji are calculated from the fraction of
residues (Wjk) classiﬁed as the SS element k in the structural
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model of protein j via an assignment matrix A = {αki} (Figure
2B) such that

determination (henceforth, prediction accuracy or RMSDcross).
Second, we calculate RMSDset for CD spectra of the reference
protein set from which the basis sets are derived (henceforth,
ﬁtting accuracy or RMSDfit). The diﬀerence between RMSDfit
and RMSDcross for a basis set quantiﬁes overﬁtting during the
optimization. For basis sets with no overﬁtting, RMSDfit and
RMSDcross should be similar, while for a basis set or spectrum
prediction method with signiﬁcant overﬁtting, RMSDfit should
be signiﬁcantly lower than RMSDcross.
We also perform additional analyses to determine the limits
of basis set accuracy using the applied reference protein set. To
this end, we derive series of specialized basis sets with 1 to F
basis spectra (where F is the number of the SS elements in the
classiﬁcation protocol used). These basis sets are derived by a
diﬀerent, unconstrained optimization scheme aimed solely to
minimize RMSDfit, with no regard to overﬁtting or predictive
power. Details about this optimization approach (“soft
optimization”) are provided in SM Section S4. The “soft
basis sets” serve as reference points on how accurately the CD
spectra of the reference protein set can be described using the
limited information encoded in the SS composition of the
protein.
Finally, we perform a principal component analysis (PCA)
on the CD spectra of the reference protein set we derived our
basis sets from. Constructing basis sets from the principle
component (PC) vectors of the CD spectra allows us to
estimate the upper limit of prediction accuracy for globular
proteins using a given basis set size. Details of this analysis are
described in SM Section S5. This upper accuracy limit is used to
estimate how much could we improve our prediction algorithm
by including extra structural information in addition to the SS
composition.
Structure Validation. Once derived, SESCA basis sets can
be used to validate protein structural models based on the
measured CD spectrum of the protein. To quantify the
deviation between predicted and measured CD spectra,
SESCA computes RMSD as well as NRMSD values. The latter
is an RMSD normalized for the average amplitude of the
measured spectrum according to Mao et al.22 When multiple
proposed models are compared to the same CD spectrum, the
ratio of RMSD and NRMSD values between models is
unchanged. Because the two metrics thus lead to identical
conclusions, we will present results using RMSD values only.
One can estimate the total error in the SS composition of a
structural model (ΔSSj) for protein j based on the average
deviation (RMSDj) between its predicted and experimentally
measured CD spectra. Note that even for the correct SS
composition C0ji (i.e., ΔSSj = 0), the CD spectrum predicted at
wavelength l from the model would still deviate from the
measured spectrum by ΔSjl = Sjlexp − Sjl0, due to the
approximations in our prediction method (Basis Spectrum
Calculations), as well as due to the experimental error of the
measured CD spectrum. To accurately determine ΔSSj for our
model, one thus has to separate the SS-dependent error (Mj) in
the predicted spectrum, introduced by the structural model,

K

Cji =

∑ Wjkαki

(3)

k=1

and the SS information described by the K secondary structure
elements is now contained in F structural classes. A
combination of eqs 1 and 3 relates the CD spectrum of a
protein to its secondary structure composition
K

S jcalc(λ) =

F

∑ ∑ WjkαkiBi (λ)
k=1 i=1

(4)

in a way that for a given A matrix, the optimal basis spectra
Bi(λ) are readily calculated from the reference proteins by
minimizing RMSDset. The assignment factors αki determine the
average backbone structure of SS classes and the number and
shape of the optimal basis spectra and consequently strongly
inﬂuence the predictive power of the basis set.
Assignment Optimization. To ﬁnd the most predictive
basis sets, the number of basis spectra (basis set size) and the
assignment of the SS elements are optimized. To this end, a
Monte Carlo (MC) search is performed among the possible A
matrices, where both αki and ∑Fi=1αki are limited to {0, 1},
ensuring that SS elements are assigned exclusively to one of the
SS classes. When basis sets are optimized under these
constraints, henceforth referred to as “hard basis sets” and
“hard optimization”, the procedure results in orthogonal SS
classes and normalized basis spectra. For every resulting
assignment, a subset of the reference proteins (training set) is
used to calculate the ideal basis spectra as described in SM
Section S1, which are then used to predict the CD spectra of
remaining reference proteins (evaluation set). The average
deviation of the predicted CD spectra (RMSDset) is used to
score the predictive power of the assignment during the
optimization. Finally, the basis spectra of the best assignments
are recalculated using all of the reference proteins to acquire the
ﬁnal optimized basis set. Further details on the hard
optimization procedure are provided in SM Section S2.
Including Side-Chain Contributions. To assess the
contribution of AA side chains, we assume that there are two
main contributors to the CD spectra of proteins: the SSdependent signal of the peptide bonds and the chromophores
of the amino acid side chains, with no coupling between the
side chains and the rest of the protein. This assumption allows
us to represent the average contribution of side-chain groups by
additional basis spectra and the calculation of a backboneindependent side chain baseline. The baseline for each protein
is determined by the weighted average of the individual sidechain basis spectra, where the weighing factor is the
corresponding AA content extracted from the protein sequence
(similarly to eq 1). Details of the calculation of side-chain
contributions are provided in SM Section S3. Note that the
results we present in Secondary Structure-Based CD calculations are based purely on the SS information of the protein,
and the eﬀects of side-chain corrections are discussed in
Including Side-Chain Contributions to the CD Spectrum.
Basis Set Quality Assessment. The quality of the
optimized basis sets is assessed as follows. First, we determine
the predictive power of each basis set by cross-validation. The
prediction accuracy is quantiﬁed by computing RMSDset for a
set of proteins that is not used during the basis set

from the SS-independent error RMSD0j =

1
L
· ∑l = 1 ΔSjl 2 ,
L

which describes the deviation between the experimental
spectrum and the spectrum predicted from C0ji.
To this end, we consider predicting the CD spectrum from an
imperfect structural model with SS composition Cji, which
deviates from the correct SS composition by
1
F
ΔSSj = 2 ∑i = 1 |ΔCji|, where ΔCji = C0ji − Cji is the error in
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A third subset of SP175 (GP59 for “globular protein” set)
comprising 59 globular proteins is used to estimate the average
contribution of side chains to the CD spectra. Accordingly,
GP59 was formed such that (1) its proteins maintain a wide
variation of SS compositions and (2) their spectra are predicted
with suﬃcient accuracy (see Eﬀect of the Structural Models).
Twenty short peptides (the GXG20 set) with the consensus
sequence of Ac-GXG-NH2 (X stands for any AA) were added
to GP59 to form a reference set of “mixed polypeptides” termed
MP79. This ﬁnal reference set is used to optimize all “mixed
basis sets” with both backbone and side-chain contributions.
CD Spectrum Measurements. The CD spectra of set
SP175 were provided by Kardos et al. and are deposited in the
protein circular dichroism databank (PCDDB).27 The CD
spectra of set TS8 were obtained from the literature (see
Protein Reference Sets for Calibration). The CD spectra of set
GXG20 peptides and the complex of the two disordered protein
domains P53-AD2 and CBP-NCBD were recorded on the AUCD beam line at the ASTRID2 synchrotron radiation source
(Aarhus, Denmark) under similar conditions (298 K, in 50 mM
NaF solution with Na2HPO4 buﬀer, pH = 7.1) over the
wavelength range 178−300 nm. Protein concentrations (0.5−
2.0 mg/mL) were determined from light absorption at 214
nm28 and, when possible, at 280 nm (for both domains as well
as GYG and GWG). Both peptides and protein domains were
produced by the company Karebay using solid-state peptide
synthesis. The CD spectrum P53/CBP complex was recorded
after 30 min of incubation time at room temperature with a 1:1
molar ratio. The CD spectra in all data sets were converted to
mean residue ellipticity ([Θ] or MRE) shown in the units of 103
deg·cm2/dmol, abbreviated as kMRE.
Structural Models and Molecular Dynamics Simulations. The crystal structures of sets SP175 and TS8 were
obtained from the PDB23 (entry codes and subset information
provided in Tables S1−S3), as was the NMR solution structure
of the P53/CBP complex (used in Case Study: CD Predictions
for a Flexible Protein Complex, PDB code 2L14). Structural
ensembles for each GXG20 peptide were generated using a 10
μs long molecular dynamics (MD) simulation (recorded every
2 ns) using the GROMACS simulation package29,30 (version
5.06) and the Charmm36m parameter set with the explicit
TIP3P water model modiﬁed for the force ﬁeld.26
The simulations were performed under periodic boundary
conditions at 298 K, with Na+ and Cl− ions at 50 mM ionic
strength and protonation states corresponding to pH = 7. The
size of the simulation box was chosen so as to keep ∼2 nm
distance between any solute atom and the box boundaries,
resulting in a simulation box with ∼5500 atoms. All GXG20
simulations were started from an extended conformation.
The P53/CBP simulation was carried out similarly, except
that the Charmm22* parameter set31 was used and the
simulation box contained ∼82 000 atoms. The simulation was
started using the ﬁrst conformation of the NMR bundle, and
protein conformations were recorded every 10 ns throughout a
10 μs long simulation trajectory, resulting in an ensemble of
1000 conformations. Here, the obtained structural ensemble
was compared with the starting structure as well as with the 20
conformations of the full NMR bundle for predicting the
measured CD spectrum and the Cα secondary chemical shifts.
Secondary Structure Determination. The SS of all
proteins was determined from the protein structure using three
diﬀerent algorithms: dictionary of secondary structure for
proteins (DSSP),25 dihedral-based segment identiﬁcation and

the coeﬃcient of SS class i for protein j. In Section S6, we show
that the SS-dependent error for a given ΔCji/ΔSSj ratio is
proportional to ΔSSj (Mj = mj·ΔSSj) with a slope mj that
depends on the basis spectra as well as on the ΔCji ratios.
Assuming that the SS-dependent and SS-independent errors at
diﬀerent wavelengths are statistically independent, the RMSD
of the predicted spectrum is
2

RMSDj 2 = (mj ·SSj )2 + RMSD0j ≈ (mj ·SSj )2
for Mj ≫ RMSD0j

(5)

Even if the two error terms are correlated, the average error of
the predicted spectra may change between RMSDj = mj·ΔSSj +
RMSD0j and RMSDj = mj·ΔSSj − RMSD0j . We note that if the
CD spectra are free of systematic errors, RMSD0j describes the
average noise of the CD measurements and should be
statistically independent of Mj.

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Reference Sets for Calibration. To derive and
assess the basis sets required for SESCA, 102 reference proteins
were collected for which both the CD spectrum and the
structure have been determined. These were grouped into nonoverlapping subsets to separate basis set optimization (set
SP175) from independent subsequent quality assessment (set
TS8) by several levels of cross-validation (for a full list, see
Tables S1−S3). All crystallographic structures were obtained
from the protein databank (PDB).23
The SP175 set (Table S1) comprises 71 globular protein
structures and their corresponding CD spectra, assembled by
Lees et al.24 such that (1) its SS distribution determined by the
DSSP algorithm25 reﬂects that of the full PDB, it features (2)
high-resolution PDB structures (X-ray diﬀraction and nuclear
magnetic resonance structures, average resolution 1.9 Å) and
(3) high-quality synchrotron radiation CD spectra (wavelength
range 175−269 nm), and (4) the set represents the major
protein classes and architectures of the CATH26 database,
which classiﬁes proteins based on structural similarity as well as
evolutionary relations. We mainly use set SP175 to derive and
optimize SESCA basis sets and to determine their ﬁtting
accuracy, but this set also represents globular proteins during
our analyses, e.g., during the PCA of protein CD spectra.
The cross-validation set TS8 (Table S2) comprises eight
additional globular proteins, selected from a set of 22 proteins,
previously used for CD spectrum deconvolution.14 The CD
spectra of the TS8 set were obtained from Perczel et al.10 and
cover a slightly shorter spectral range (178−260 nm) than that
covered by those of the SP175 set. The TS8 crystal structures
have an average resolution of 1.7 Å, and contain no missing
residues. Set TS8 was used to assess the prediction accuracy of
both hard and soft basis sets after optimization (Figure S1), as
well as the PDB2CD method.
The SP175 data set is divided into two subsets for the hard
optimization approach, a larger training set of 64 proteins
(TR64) for optimizing the basis spectra, and a smaller
evaluation set EV9 of nine proteins (Table S3) for assessing
the predictive power of basis sets during their optimization.
Two additional proteins with a β-sheet architecture were added
to set EV9 from Perczel et al. to obtain a balanced distribution
of main folds and suﬃcient sampling to avoid overﬁtting. Also,
the protein structures of set EV9 (average resolution 1.6 Å)
contain no missing residues.
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classiﬁcation (DISICL),32 and the in-house algorithm hydrogen-bond-based secondary structure (HbSS) described below.
DSSP identiﬁes eight SS elements (in Table S4) based on
their distinctive backbone hydrogen-bonding patterns. DISICL
uses two (ϕ, ψ) backbone dihedral angle pairs to classify
tetrapeptide segments into 19 SS elements (DS_det, Table S5),
which are grouped into eight broader SS classes in the
simpliﬁed DISICL protocol (DS_sim).
The HbSS algorithm was designed to provide SESCA with a
more ﬁne-grained SS classiﬁcation regarding β-sheet architectures. In particular, HbSS distinguishes between parallel and
antiparallel β-strands based on the backbone hydrogen-bond
patterns shown in Figure S7, and it also identiﬁes three types of
helices (listed in Table S6) and hydrogen-bonded turns based
on the same patterns as used in DSSP. The HbSS classiﬁcation
protocol was also extended (HBSS_ext) based on the β-strand
twist to determine the amount of left-handed, relaxed (nontwisted), and right-handed β-strands described by Ho et al.,33
with boundaries of 3 and 23°, respectively, for both parallel and
antiparallel strand arrangements. This extended structural
classiﬁcation protocol is designed to give results comparable
with the estimated β-strand compositions from the deconvolution algorithm BeStSel9 (Table S7).
CD Spectrum and SS Predictions. Prior to analysis,
crystallographic water, nonstandard residues, and cofactors
were removed from the crystal structures of the data sets.
Residue numbers and chain codes were relabeled to ensure
compatibility with the analysis software. For all entries of the
reference protein sets, the AA composition and the SS content
were determined (Secondary Structure Determination). The
CD spectra of reference proteins were predicted using several
SESCA-optimized basis sets (see SM Tables S8 and S9) and the
SS compositions obtained, as well as using the DichroCalc and
PDB2CD software packages and the processed reference
structures. For PDB2CD, the SP175 reference set was used
to predict the spectra, while for DichroCalc, the peptide
parameter set from Hirst et al. was selected for CD predictions,
including backbone charge-transfer transitions, as well as
aromatic and acidic side-chain chromophores. A PCA was
applied to the SP175 CD spectra to determine the number of
necessary spectral components and to probe correlations
between the principal components, SS elements, and AA
composition (see SM Section S5). For comparison, the SS
content of each protein was estimated from its CD spectrum
using the deconvolution algorithms SELCON21 and BeStSel.
These estimates were also included in the spectral component
analysis (SM Section S5).
Averaging over Prediction Results. In this work, CD
spectrum predictions were often used to determine properties
averaged over a set of reference proteins such as the mean
accuracy for the calculated spectra (RMSDset) or the error of
structural models (ΔSSset). These obtained properties are
inﬂuenced by the errors of the prediction method (for SESCA,
the errors of the basis spectra). To reduce the eﬀect of nonsystematic errors from the prediction method, we calculated the
mean property for each protein j from multiple predictions,
denoted
M

Ajmean =

1
· ∑ Ajm and σj =
M m=1

where Amj is the property A obtained for protein j using the
prediction m and σj is the scatter of the obtained properties.
The average property over the protein set (Amean
set ) and its
standard deviation (σset) was then calculated as
N

mean
A set
=

1
· ∑ Ajmean and σset =
N j=1

N

1
· ∑ σj 2
N j=1

(7)

When calculating mean properties for SESCA, we averaged over
results obtained using four optimized basis sets: DS-dT, DSSP1, HBSS-3, and DS5-4, which diﬀer in size and in the underlying
SS classiﬁcation protocol (see Table S8). In cases where the
properties were not SESCA-speciﬁc, such as the scaling factors
used in Potential Measurement Errors of the Reference
SFmean
j
Set, two other methods, namely, PDB2CD and Bestsel_der,
were also included in the calculations. PDB2CD predicts CD
spectra from the reference crystal structures but (unlike
SESCA) does not rely on basis spectra to do so. Bestsel_der
is a control basis set that reconstructs the CD spectra from the
SS composition estimated by the established deconvolution
algorithm BeStSel.9 Because the BesStSel estimates are ﬁtted to
match the reference spectra (both for SP175 and TS8 sets),
Bestsel_der allows us to estimate the best prediction accuracy
for basis sets without signiﬁcant systematic errors from the TS8
reference structures. We note that the Bestsel_der basis set was
also derived using the methodology described in SM Section
S1, where the estimated SS compositions of the SP175 set were
utilized to determine the basis spectra and the TS8 estimates to
cross-validate the basis set. However, as Bestsel_der simply
reconstructs the reference spectra from the BeStSel SS
estimates, it is not a true CD prediction basis set.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present our results in two sections. In Secondary StructureBased CD calculations, we assess the accuracy of our structurebased empirical spectrum calculation approach, SESCA, using
SS information only. In Improving the CD Prediction Accuracy,
we include the eﬀects of side groups and backbone dynamics
and explore the potential to further improve SESCA predictions
for folded proteins, peptides, and IDPs.
Secondary Structure-Based CD Calculations. As the
main determinant of prediction accuracy for SESCA is the
choice of the basis set (deﬁned in Basis Spectrum Calculations),
we ﬁrst assess the eﬀects of this choice. To this end, using the 71
proteins of the SP175 reference set, we derived diﬀerent basis
sets with varying number and shape of the basis spectra, using
diﬀerent underlying SS classiﬁcation protocols. All of these
basis sets were determined by the hard optimization approach
(see Section S2) and were subsequently cross-validated against
the proteins of the TS8 reference set. The prediction and ﬁtting
accuracies for all basis sets were determined as described in
Basis Set Quality Assessment, and the most predictive basis sets
were analyzed further. In Performance Comparison, we
compare the prediction accuracies achieved with the two
established CD prediction methods DichroCalc and PDB2CD.
Possible limitations of SESCA are explored in Basis Set
Accuracy Limits using PCA and soft basis sets (see Basis Set
Quality Assessment). Finally, in Model Validation based on CD
predictions, we determine the sensitivity of spectrum prediction
accuracy with respect to errors in the SS composition of the
protein model.

M

1
· ∑ (Ajm − Ajmean )2
M m=1
(6)
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SESCA Basis Set Assessment. We derived basis sets with 1
to a maximum of 19 basis spectra, using ﬁve SS classiﬁcation
protocols in total (see Secondary Structure Determination).
Each basis set was optimized using the TR64 and EV9 subsets
of SP175 for training and evaluation, respectively. Subsequently, the basis spectra were recalculated from the full SP175
set, and thereafter, the basis sets were cross-validated against
the TS8 set. The 10 top-ranking optimized basis sets achieved
an average prediction accuracy of RMSDTS8 = 3.3 ± 0.6 kMRE
units (103 deg·cm2/dmol). Notably, the average ﬁtting accuracy
RMSDSP175 = 3.6 ± 0.2 kMRE is very similar, indicating little to
no overﬁtting.
Table S8 (upper half) lists the average accuracies of the topranking basis sets for the predicted CD spectra of the SP175 set,
its training (TR64) and evaluation (EV9) subsets, and the TS8
cross-validation set. For comparison, an additional seven nonoptimized basis sets are shown as well (Table S8, lower half).
To assess the eﬀects of the underlying SS classiﬁcation, we
compared the most accurate predictions for each classiﬁcation
algorithm from the basis sets DS-dT (DISICL), DSSP-1
(DSSP), and HBSS-3 (HbSS), respectively (marked by
asterisks in Table S8). These three basis sets achieved RMSDTS8
values of 3.15 ± 0.54, 2.99 ± 0.56, and 3.30 ± 0.60 kMRE,
respectively. As these prediction accuracies are similar within
statistical error, the choice of the SS classiﬁcation protocol does
not seem to markedly aﬀect the predictive power of SESCA.
Unexpectedly, for the three most accurate basis sets
mentioned above, regardless of the underlying classiﬁcation
algorithm, the prediction accuracy is also somewhat higher than
the ﬁtting accuracy (RMSDSP175) of the SP175 reference set
(3.70 ± 0.24, 3.78 ± 0.26, and 3.75 ± 0.23 kMRE, respectively).
We tentatively attribute this ﬁnding to the slightly higher
average data quality of the TS8 set. This explanation is also
supported by the fact that the removal of certain outliers with
poor mean prediction accuracies found in the SP175 set (see in
Potential Measurement Errors of the Reference Set) improved
the RMSD beyond that of TS8.
Notably, all 10 top-ranking basis sets listed in Table S8
contain between three and six basis spectra. In fact, in all basis
sets considered, the number of basis spectra drops to eight or
less but not below three during optimization. This ﬁnding
indicates that at least three distinct basis spectra are required to
explain the diversity of the observed CD spectra and that the
limited accuracy of both structures and measured CD spectra in
the reference data sets does not allow for more than eight basis
spectra without overﬁtting. This ﬁnding is also in line with the
prediction accuracies of the nonoptimized basis sets shown in
Table S8 (bottom) as well as with the analysis PCA and soft
basis sets of the best achievable ﬁtting accuracy in Performance
Comparison.
Figure 3A−C shows the basis spectra of the three most
accurate basis sets. As the most distinctive common feature, all
three sets contain a very similar basis spectrum largely
representing α-helical structure elements (blue lines), which,
as one should expect, closely resembles the basis spectra
attributed to α-helices in previous studies.4,34,35 The β-strand
basis spectra are also similar to each other, although smaller
diﬀerences exist depending on the underlying β-strand
classiﬁcations. These two basis spectra appear consistently
throughout the top-ranking optimized basis sets as well
(examples are shown in Figures S8−S15).
The third basis spectrum in Figure 3A (brown line) shows
the typical negative peak at 198 nm usually attributed to

Figure 3. Comparison of basis spectrum sets and predicted CD
spectra. Left column: basis spectra of three high-accuracy basis sets
(DSSP-T, HBSS-3, and DS6-1). Basis spectra for similar secondary
structure classes are indicated by similar colors. Right column:
measured CD spectra (black solid lines) for three example proteins
(human serum albumin, lysozyme, and tumor necrosis factor α)
compared to predicted CD spectra from three SESCA basis sets shown
in the left column, DichroCalc (Dichro), and PDB2CD. The
respective RMSD of the measured spectrum is given for each method
in the plots in 103 deg·cm2/dmol (kMRE) units.

random coil structures. Notably, the basis sets with more
detailed SS classiﬁcations in Figure 3B,C allow us to more
precisely attribute this feature to certain turn types (turn-cap, βbulge, turn type I) and extended structures (poly-proline-helical
and β-cap SS elements) as represented by the turn and helix2
classes (Figure 3C, cyan and magenta). The fact that no such
peak is seen in the basis spectrum representing the remaining
unassigned structures (basis sets: Other) in Figure 3 B,C shows
that the negative peak previously assigned to “random coil“ can
indeed be mainly attributed to these three secondary structure
elements. The fact that diﬀerent SS subclassiﬁcations yield
similar average ﬁtting and prediction accuracies can be
exploited to enhance the sensitivity for particular SS changes,
e.g., from left-handed helices to parallel β-strands.
In summary, using diﬀerent SS classiﬁcations, we derived
several basis sets that predict the experimental protein spectra.
All of these comprise three to six basis spectra, which seem to
provide the best trade-oﬀ between available information
content and overﬁtting due to experimental inaccuracies.
Consistently, the measured CD spectra are predicted with an
accuracy of ∼3.3 kMRE (RMSDcross) while avoiding overﬁtting.
Performance Comparison. To evaluate the performance
of our method, we used the SP175 and TS8 data sets to
compare SESCA with the other two available CD calculation
methods outlined in the introduction, DichroCalc and
PDB2CD. We emphasize that these algorithms represent
diﬀerent approaches of quantitative predictions based on CD
spectroscopy, and DichroCalc, being an ab initio spectrum
calculation method, was not parametrized to reproduce any
particular protein reference set. In contrast, PDB2CD was
developed based on the SP175 reference protein set, which
enables a fair comparison to SESCA using the two data sets
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Figure 4. Fitting (RMSDfit) and prediction (RMSDcross) accuracies for globular proteins. Average accuracies are shown for (A) globular proteins of
the SP175 reference set, used for basis set determination and (B) the globular proteins of a small independent set TS8, used for cross-validation. The
average RMSD values between measured and calculated CD spectra are shown as a function of basis set size, colored according to the SS classiﬁcation
protocol used (see legend on the right; the number of SS elements is shown in parentheses). Crosses mark the most predictive hard SESCA basis sets.
For comparison, the maximum achievable accuracy (black dash-dotted line, determined via PCA in Section S11) is shown in (A), together with the
accuracy limit of determining the CD spectra only from the SS composition of the proteins (outlined by soft SESCA basis sets derived in Section S4,
shown as colored solid lines). In panel B, the accuracy of most soft basis sets (but not of hard basis sets) is reduced signiﬁcantly due to overﬁtting.
The average accuracies of DichroCalc and PDB2CD (red and brown dashed lines) are also shown on both plots to compare their predictive power
with SESCA basis sets.

PDB2CD, while DichroCalc performed somewhat worse (∼5.6
kMRE). We attribute this discrepancy between the crossvalidation results to the fact that Mavridis et al.20 report
deviations that are normalized by the uncertainty of the
predicted spectrum, whereas we report absolute deviations.
Furthermore, the TS14 set contained four β-crystallin proteins
with near-identical folds, two of which were also part of the
SP175 set. Since these proteins may mask overﬁtting during
cross-validation, we removed them from the set and
recalculated the average prediction accuracies for the remaining
nine proteins, which yielded RMSDset values of 4.0 ± 0.5 kMRE
for SESCA, 4.6 ± 0.5 kMRE for PDB2CD, and 7.0 ± 1.4 kMRE
for Dichrocalc.
Because SESCA only uses the SS compositions and the
precalculated basis sets, it should be computationally much
more eﬃcient than PDB2CD or DichroCalc. To test this
expectation, we benchmarked all three methods using the
structure of an average-sized protein (14-3-3ζ, 490 AAs,
modiﬁed PDB based on 2WH0). Because the source code of
PDB2CD is not available, it was benchmarked using the
publicly available web server. DichroCalc and SESCA were
benchmarked on a Xeon E5-1630 v4. The CD calculation with
PDB2CD took 11−19 min (excluding queuing times), with
most of the computation time spent on fold recognition.
DichroCalc predicted the CD spectrum of 14-3-3ζ in 3−144
min, depending on the level charge-transfer transitions and
side-chain chromophores included in the calculation. In
comparison, the CD spectrum of the same protein was
calculated by SESCA in 0.3−9 s, depending on the chosen SS
classiﬁcation method. The high-eﬃciency CD predictions of
SESCA are advantageous for calculating the CD spectra of large
structural ensembles. It is also essential for the iterative
reﬁnement of structural ensembles, where the predicted CD
spectrum has to be recalculated between reﬁnement steps, often
involving 104−109 calculations, e.g., for MD-based reﬁnements.
Basis Set Accuracy Limits. Next, we investigated to what
extent the accuracy of our basis sets could possibly be improved
(a) when including all available structural information and (b)

mentioned above. Furthermore, to avoid artifacts from the
diﬀering wavelength ranges, we restricted the RMSD
calculations to the wavelength range between 178 and 260
nm, which is accessible to all three algorithms.
Table S9 lists the average accuracies (RMSD) of the CD
spectra calculated from the crystallographic structures of sets
SP175 and TS8 for both DichroCalc and PDB2CD. As can be
seen, the average RMSD values of CD spectra predicted by
DichroCalc are 6.92 ± 0.37 and 5.56 ± 1.20 kMRE units,
respectively. Interestingly, DichroCalc also predicted the CD
spectra of the TS8 set at a slightly higher accuracy, suggesting
that the data set may indeed have a slightly better data quality.
However, these accuracies are markedly lower than those
achieved by SESCA or PDB2CD. To investigate the reason for
this ﬁnding, Figure 3D−F shows CD spectra of three
representative sample proteins: one α-helical (D), one α/β
(E), and one β-sheet (F) protein. The comparison of the
calculated CD spectra (red dashed lines) with the respective
measured spectra (black lines) shows that DichroCalc only
determines the most prominent spectral features, without
reproducing the substructure of the peaks.
Because the purely empirical method PDB2CD calculates a
weighted average of CD spectra measured for structurally
similar reference proteins of the SP175 set, it is, unsurprisingly,
markedly more accurate for this set (RMSDfit = 2.40 ± 0.26
kMRE, brown dashed lines in Figure 3D−F) than any of the
SESCA basis sets, or DichroCalc. However, in contrast to
DichroCalc and the optimized SESCA basis sets, its prediction
accuracy for the TS8 set drops markedly (RMSDcross = 3.94 ±
0.60 kMRE), suggesting less predictive power compared to our
SESCA basis sets (RMSDcross ranging from 2.9 to 3.7 kMRE).
Note that this result diﬀers from a previous PDB2CD crossvalidation study by Mavridis et al.,20 which used a set of 14
protein structures (TS14, details are given in Table S10) and
reported prediction accuracies that were very similar to their
corresponding SP175 ﬁtting accuracy. To investigate this, we
performed a cross-validation on the TS14 set too and obtained
an RMSDset of ∼3.9 kMRE both for SESCA basis sets and
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do not improve monotonically with basis set size. The
overﬁtting seems to be particularly severe for basis sets using
SS classiﬁcation protocols with more than eight structural
elements (DS_det and HbSS_ext, light blue and green lines,
respectively). Because of their lower predictive power, soft basis
sets are not considered further for predicting protein spectra in
this study.
It is instructive to also compare the average RMSD values
obtained from DichroCalc and PDB2CD to the accuracy limits
determined above. The calculated average RMSD values of
DichroCalc (Figure 4, red dashed lines) are close to what can
be achieved using only the averaged CD spectrum of the SP175
set (6.7 kMRE, PCA-0). The observed variation of the
individual RMSD values is large, however, and some of the
DichroCalc predictions are rather accurate (best RMSD 1.9
kMRE). On the other hand, the RMSDfit obtained by PDB2CD
(2.4 kMRE) is even below that of the soft SESCA basis sets;
however, a similarly good accuracy is not reached by PDB2CD
during cross-validation, where hard SESCA basis sets yield
higher predictive power.
Model Validation Based on CD Predictions. The CD
spectrum predictions characterized above enable us to address
our main question: Can one assess the quality of a protein
structural model from the deviation (RMSD) between its
predicted and measured CD spectra? Speciﬁcally, we focus on
two questions: (1) Given a RMSD value, how large is the total
error (ΔSS) in the model’s secondary structure composition
and (2) given two proposed models, what is the minimum
diﬀerence in the SS composition (ΔSSmin) to reliably
discriminate between the two?
To answer these questions, one needs to determine how
RMSDj between the measured and the predicted spectra of
protein j depends on ΔSSj, which is described in Structure
Validation. In summary, to calculate ΔSSj, two parameters are
required: mj, which deﬁnes the proportionality between ΔSSj
and the SS-dependent error of the predicted CD spectrum (Mj
= mj·ΔSSj), and RMSD0j , the average SS-independent error of
the predicted spectrum, and provides an oﬀset for RMSDj if the
SS-dependent error is small or the error terms are correlated.
Equation 5 in Structure Validation allows one to calculate
ΔSSj for any structural model of protein j from RMSDj,
provided that one knows mj, RMSD0j , and the error terms for
protein j are statistically independent. Unfortunately, both
parameters depend on the correct SS composition C0ji, which is
typically unknown. Furthermore, it is not known if the two error
terms for a given protein are actually statistically independent.
To address these problems, in Section S8, we developed an
error model for each basis set that enables one to estimate ΔSSj
without prior knowledge of C0ji, allowing for possibly correlated
error terms. The model is based on ﬁtting the average
parameters mf and Rf to the ΔSSj vs RMSDj values of SP175
reference proteins, which were used to derive the basis sets.
Note that, as shown in Figure S16, ΔSSj for each reference
protein of the set was obtained by predicting its SS composition
from the reference spectrum (through deconvolution, see
Section S7) and comparing it to the SS composition of its
reference structure. Similarly, RMSDj values were obtained by
predicting CD spectra from the reference structure and by
comparing them to the reference spectra.
In Figure 5A, the accuracy of our error model is assessed for
the DS-dT basis set. For this basis set, we obtained mf = 31.3 ±
1.3 kMRE and Rf = 1.79 ± 0.52 kMRE, which agree well with
the mean of the individual mj, and RMSDj0 parameters

when using secondary structure information only. As the best
available representation of globular proteins,24 we used the
SP175 reference set for this purpose. The best achievable
accuracy was determined by PCA of the reference spectra as
deﬁned in Basis Set Quality Assessment (see SM Section S5 for
details). By deﬁnition, the ﬁtting accuracy RMSDfit achieved
using the ﬁrst n principal components provides the upper
accuracy limit for a basis set of size n (see the chapter on
dimensionality reduction in ref 36).
Figure 4A shows this absolute limit (black dotted-dashed
line) as a function of basis set size. For example, with two basis
spectra, even when using the full structural information, an
accuracy not better than 1.67 kMRE can be achieved. This
optimal accuracy rapidly decreases from an initial 6.68 kMRE
(using only the average spectrum and no structural
information) to 1.34 kMRE using up to three basis spectra,
followed by a more gradual decrease to 0.23 kMRE for eight
basis spectra and a slow decline to 0.17 kMRE at 10 basis
spectra. Therefore, for accurate predictions, at least three basis
spectra are required, whereas use of more than eight basis
spectra does not increase the achievable accuracy further, in line
with the size range of optimized basis sets obtained in
Secondary Structure-Based CD Calculations.
Because the actual achievable accuracy of our basis sets is
reduced by the limited structural information contained in the
SS composition, as well as by the error in determining this
composition from the crystal structure of the protein, we also
determined the best achievable accuracy when predicting the
spectra from SS information. To account for these limitations,
we determined basis sets using the soft optimization method
(described in Basis Set Quality Assessment), which varies the
SS assignment and the shape of basis spectra iteratively to
acquire the best possible ﬁtting accuracy (details in Section S4).
The colored lines in Figure 4A show the ﬁtting accuracy
(RMSDfit) of the acquired soft basis sets for every possible basis
set size using the SS information determined by the ﬁve
structure classiﬁcation protocols described in Secondary
Structure Determination (DSSP, DS_det, DS_sim, HbSS, and
HbSS_ext). Although these lines also decrease monotonically
with the basis set size, the best accuracy of only 3.5 ± 0.6 kMRE
is achieved, depending on the SS classiﬁcation, with the lowest
RMSDfit of 2.9 kMRE obtained for the DS_det protocol with 19
SS elements (light blue line). The ∼2.7 kMRE diﬀerence
between PCA and DS_det basis sets shows that the limited
information of the SS composition (derived from a crystal
structure) markedly reduces the accuracy of the predicted CD
spectra.
The ﬁtting accuracies achieved by the most predictive
optimized basis sets (marked by crosses in Figure 4A, data in
Table S8) are all within 0.8 kMRE of the determined accuracy
limit for their respective size and SS classiﬁcation. This also
indicates that further signiﬁcant improvements in basis set
accuracies are unlikely based only on the crystal-structurederived SS information.
Figure 4B compares the predictive power of hard (crosses)
and soft (lines) basis sets, as determined by cross-validation. As
can be seen, the average prediction accuracy of hard basis sets
(RMSDcross = 3.3 ± 0.6 kMRE) is also within the accuracy
limits established above (2.9 ± 0.6 kMRE), which indicates that
overﬁtting is largely avoided. In comparison, overﬁtting seems
to be more severe for the soft basis sets; unlike their ﬁtting
accuracies in Figure 4A, prediction accuracies for soft basis sets
are systematically lower than for hard basis sets and, in addition,
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= 8.5% obtained from CD deconvolution (Figure 5A, orange
circle).
Performing the same test on the ΔSSj values obtained for the
TS8 cross-validation set (light blue circles in Figure 5A)
showed that for the DS-dT basis set all are within the tighter
estimated boundaries with an average deviation of ΔΔSSTS8 =
1.7% for the best estimates. Finally, we performed the same
error calibration for four optimized basis sets listed in Averaging
over Prediction Results and obtained similar results with
mean
ΔΔSSmean
SP175 = 5.5%, ΔΔSSTS8 = 5.6%, and with an average 95
and 75% of data points contained between the two estimated
boundaries, respectively, further corroborating our approach.
To address the second question concerning the sensitivity of
our model validation, we consider two proposed models with
est
ΔSSest
1 ± σS1 and ΔSS2 ± σS2, with typical experimental errors
in the reference structures and measured CD spectrum. To
reliably discriminate between the two structural models, the
diﬀerence |ΔSS 2est − ΔSS 1est | has to be larger than
ΔSSmin = σS12 + σS2 2 . If we assume the most likely scenario,
with weak correlations between the SS-dependent and SSindependent error terms for both structural models, the
uncertainties σS1 = σS2 = ΔΔSSSP175 and thus ΔSSmin =
√2·ΔΔSSSP175. These assumptions yield ΔSSmin values
between 3.7% (DS-dT) and 11.2% (DS5-4) for the optimized
basis sets tested. We note that both the average ΔSSj and
ΔSSmin increase with increasing basis set size. The trend in the
ΔSSj values obtained can be explained by the larger basis sets
extracting more structural information from the models, thus
registering small deviations between the reference and solution
structures that smaller basis sets do not detect. The increasing
ΔSSmin values are likely due to the larger variation of mj and
RMSD0j parameters observed for larger basis sets.
We also note that the obtained distributions of both RMSD0j
(shown in Figure 5C) and ΔSSj values are asymmetric in the
SP175 set. For over 60% of the proteins, both error terms are
below the average, whereas relatively few proteins show
exceptionally large errors. In particular, all four proteins outside
the estimated error range depicted in Figure 5A also exhibit
large SS-independent errors (RMSD0j > 4 kMRE), suggesting
that the measured CD spectra of these proteins cannot be
accurately predicted by the DS-dT basis set. In addition, seven
proteins in the SP175 reference set have a large SS-dependent
error (ΔSSj > 20%), which may have reduced the accuracy of
our basis sets. To further improve the accuracy of SESCA
predictions, in the next sections, we investigate several potential
sources of these errors.
Improving the CD Prediction Accuracy. In Secondary
Structure-Based CD calculations, we derived several SESCA
basis sets to predict the CD spectra of globular proteins and
determined their achieved prediction accuracy. In this section,
we focus on whether the prediction accuracy of our basis sets
can be further improved by changing the applied methodology
or the reference set. First, we study how much the use of crystal
structures as structural models aﬀects the spectrum prediction
accuracy. Second, we analyze reference proteins with large CD
prediction errors in our training set and their eﬀects on the
robustness of SESCA predictions. Third, we determine and
include contributions from the AA side-chain groups. Finally,
we present resulting improvements of the SESCA methodology
through the example of a highly ﬂexible protein complex.
Eﬀect of the Structural Models: Solution vs Crystal
Structure. To calculate the average deviation between the SS

Figure 5. Error calibration for the basis set DS-dT. (A) The error in
secondary structure composition (ΔSSj) for a proposed structural
model of protein j is estimated based on the RMSDj between its
predicted and the measured CD spectra. The best estimate of ΔSSj is
shown as a red solid line. The estimated upper and lower bounds of
ΔSSj are shown as dark green dashed lines. The prediction RMSD vs
the real value of ΔSSj for the 71 proteins in the SP175 data set are
shown as black crosses. The reference proteins of the TS8 crossvalidation data set are shown as light blue circles, with a representative
example, prealbumin, indicated in orange. (B) and (C) show the
distribution of the SS-independent error (RMSDj0) and the slope of
the SS-dependent error (mj) for all proteins in the SP175 reference set,
determined by deconvolution of their measured CD spectra. The ﬁt
parameters for our error model representing the average of these
properties are shown as vertical, red dashed lines. The average error of
the estimated ΔSSj (±ΔΔSS, in purple) is also indicated.

calculated from the obtained C0ji, whose distributions are shown
in Figure 3B,C, respectively. Using these ﬁt parameters, the best
estimate ΔSSest
j = RMSDj/mf for a given RMSDj (red line in
Figure 5A) reproduced the ΔSSj values obtained with an
average deviation (ΔΔSSSP175) of 2.6%. If we allow for strong
correlations between SS-dependent and SS-independent error
terms, the parameter Rf and its uncertainty σR determine the
uncertainty of the best estimate (σS ≈ (Rf + σR)/mf). However,
because the correlation between error terms is very weak for
most reference proteins, a more narrow estimate for the
uncertainty was also deﬁned as σS ≈ ΔΔSSSP175. The two
estimated uncertainties for the DS-dT basis set are shown as
green and purple dashed lines, which contained 67 (94%) and
53 (75%) of the 71 obtained reference data points within their
boundaries, thereby conﬁrming that our error estimates are
indeed appropriate.
This error model now allows one to answer the ﬁrst of the
above two questions, to assess the quality of any given structural
model by estimating ΔSSj from the RMSD between its
predicted and measured CD spectra. As an example, we
estimated ΔSSj for the crystal structure of prealbumin (TS8/3),
a reference protein that was not used in our error model
determination. The measured CD spectrum of prealbumin
deviates by an RMSD of 2.38 kMRE from the spectrum
predicted from its crystal structure using the DS-dT basis set.
The error model for this basis set estimates ΔSSj between 0.2
and 15.5%, with a ΔSSest
j = 7.6%, which is very close to the ΔSSj
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Figure 6. Changes in the mean ﬁtting (A) and prediction accuracy (B) upon the removal of outliers and intensity scaling. Method-independent mean
RMSD values (shown as dashed lines) for the ﬁtting (SP175) and cross-validation (TS8) data sets were calculated as the average RMSDset of six
spectrum prediction methods (crosses) including PDB2CD, four optimized SESCA basis sets of diﬀerent sizes and underlying classiﬁcation schemes
(DS-dT, DSSP-1, HBSS-3, and DS5-4), and the Bestsel_der reconstruction basis set (see Averaging over Prediction Results). Accuracies calculated
for the original unmodiﬁed data sets are shown in black, those computed after the removal of hard-to-predict proteins from the SP175 set (GP59)
and subsequent recalculation of the SESCA basis spectra are shown in dark blue, and those determined after additional rescaling of measured CD
intensities are shown in cyan.

in our reference sets. To obtain a more precise RMSDmean
for
j
each protein in the SP175 and TS8 reference sets, we averaged
over the errors (RMSDj) of the CD spectra calculated by the
four SESCA basis sets and two other methods, PDB2CD and
Bestsel_der (see Averaging over Prediction Results). Then, we
selected 12 proteins from the SP175 reference set (highlighted
in Figure S3A and listed in S3B) and one from TS8 as
particularly hard to predict because their RMSDmean
exceeded
j
)
of
the
TS8
set
(solid
the average prediction error (RMSDmean
cross
line) by more than one standard deviation (top dashed line) as
described in Section S9. Recalculating the basis spectra of
SESCA basis sets from the SP175 set without the 12 outliers
(GP59 set) indeed improved the mean RMSD from 3.3 to 2.7
kMRE units (Figure 6A, black and blue lines), whereas the
mean prediction accuracy of the basis sets shown in Figure 6B
was essentially unchanged. Therefore, we conclude that the
prediction accuracy of our basis sets is robust with respect to
the presence of the hard-to-predict proteins.
Interestingly, for ﬁve of the 13 outliers, the calculated CD
spectra agree well with the measured CD spectra after a simple
rescaling (blue in Figure S3B, example in Figure S3C). This
ﬁnding suggests that at least in these cases, inaccurate intensity
normalization is the major source of RMSD between calculated
and measured spectra, most likely due to uncertainties in the
independently measured protein concentrations. For two
outliers (magenta in Figure S3B), diﬀerences in relative peak
positions and intensities suggest that the large RMSD values are
likely due to a combination of inaccurate intensity normalization and diﬀerences between the solution and reference
structures. For the remaining six proteins (marked red,
including Jacalin shown in Figure S3D), scaling factors reduced
the RMSD between the measured and predicted spectra but did
not yield a good agreement between the two even after ﬁtting
the SS composition of the protein model using deconvolution,
which suggests additional contributions to measured CD
spectra (discussed in SM Section S9).
To test whether inaccuracies in the measured concentrations
may generally limit the accuracy of our CD spectrum
calculations, we applied scaling factors (SFjmean) to the

composition of crystal and solution structures for globular
proteins, we averaged over the total model error (ΔSSj) of
reference proteins determined in Basis Set Accuracy Limits.
Because the individual ΔSSj values for the same protein scatter
signiﬁcantly (6.3% on average) depending on which basis set
was used to deconvolve the measured CD spectrum, we
) using four optimized
calculated mean deviations (ΔSSmean
j
basis sets (see Averaging over Prediction Results). The ΔSSmean
j
values show similar average diﬀerences between solution and
crystal structures for the SP175 (ΔSSmean
SP175 = 16.5 ± 0.8%) and
TS8 (ΔSSmean
TS8 = 18.0 ± 2.3%) reference sets.
To assess how much these structural diﬀerences limit the
accuracy of SESCA predictions, we also determined the
)
diﬀerence between the mean prediction error (RMSDmean
j
)
and the mean SS-independent prediction error (RMSD0,mean
j
for each protein j, averaged over the four basis sets above. Based
on these calculations, the structural diﬀerences between crystal
and solution structures contribute a sizeable (up to 2.0 kMRE)
portion of the mean ﬁtting accuracy (RMSDmean
= 3.7 kMRE)
fit
for the SP175 reference set and introduce a similar error to the
prediction accuracy (RMSDmean
cross = 3.2 kMRE) for the TS8
cross-validation set.
From the above results, we conclude that use of the crystal
structure is a major limitation to the accuracy of CD spectrum
predictions for our reference proteins. We speculate that
structural models derived from nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy or MD simulations may allow more
accurate CD spectrum predictions, as they reﬂect the average
solution structure of the protein better. Furthermore, for several
proteins of the SP175 reference set, the CD spectra were
predicted with relatively poor accuracy even from the ideal SS
composition, regardless of the basis set used. This points to
either systematic errors in the measured CD spectra of these
proteins or to strong contributions to the spectrum that cannot
be predicted from the SS composition. We investigate these
possibilities in the following sections.
Potential Measurement Errors of the Reference Set.
Next, we asked if a particularly large mean error (RMSDmean
) of
j
the calculated spectra points to systematic measurement errors
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Figure 7. Comparison of backbone and side-chain contributions to the calculated CD spectra. (A) Comparison of achieved average accuracies
(RMSDset) for the globular protein (GP59) and short peptide (GXG20) subsets of the used training set, as well as for the SP175 reference set, and
the TS8 cross-validation set. Diﬀerent colors indicate diﬀerent basis sets with (shaded) and without (ﬁlled) side-chain corrections; legends show the
name of the basis set followed by the number of used backbone and side-chain basis spectra in parentheses. (B) Backbone and (C) side-chain basis
spectra for the DSSP-TSC1 basis set; the grouping of side chains is indicated by one-letter codes of their respective AAs. (D) Combined side-chain
contributions for all SP175 proteins from the DSSP-dT1SC basis set; note the magniﬁed y-axis.

in proteins, we therefore quantiﬁed the contribution of AA sidechain groups to protein CD spectra in the far-UV range and
included these contributions within the SESCA scheme. We
note that side-chain contributions are also considered as
optional corrections in DichroCalc, and some deconvolution
basis sets also include side-chain basis spectra.5
To this end, we assembled a new reference set (MP79)
composed of 59 globular proteins (GP59) and 20 short
peptides (GXG20) containing only a single side chain (see
Protein Reference Sets for Calibration). Then, we calculated
and subtracted the backbone contributions (see Section S3)
and derived the average CD signal of all 20 AA side chains
(shown and discussed in Section S9). Overall, we found that
almost all side chains contribute markedly to the CD signal in
the far-UV range (Figure S4B) and to a similar extent as the
protein backbone. Notably, the obtained side-chain basis
spectra also diﬀer signiﬁcantly from CD spectra of individual
AAs (Figure S4A).
The analysis of the PCA basis sets (Section S11) suggests
that only a few basis spectra are actually required to represent
the contribution of the side chains. Therefore, to obtain basis
sets that can optimally represent side-chain contributions, we
combined the 20 AA side chains into classes (e.g., in Figure
7C), thus allowing each basis spectrum to represent multiple
side chains. The assignment of the AA side chains to these
classes was optimized by the hard optimization scheme,
similarly to the assignment of SS elements for backbone
contributions. Incorporating the side chains into our basis set
determination protocol (described in Section S3) yielded
“mixed” basis sets where some of the basis spectra represented

measured CD spectra of all proteins in the SP175 and TS8 data
sets. These scaling factors were determined based on the six
values
predicted spectra per protein from which RMSDmean
j
were calculated (see Averaging over Prediction Results). First,
we computed the six individual scaling factors (SFj) that
minimize the RMSD between the measured CD spectrum and
one of the calculated spectra, and then we averaged them to
obtain a mean scaling factor (SFmean
).
j
Indeed, as shown in Figure 6 (cyan lines), rescaling the
measured spectrum intensities by SFjmean improved both
mean
RMSDmean
GP59 from 2.7 to 2.2 kMRE and RMSDTS8 from 3.4 to
2.7 kMRE units. The scaling factors that achieved this
improvement averaged around 0.89 and 1.02 for the SP175
and TS8 reference sets, respectively, with scattering by standard
deviations of 0.29 and 0.25 around these averages. The latter
variations are in line with typical uncertainties of 30−15%37−39
for the two mainly employed concentration measurement
methods, quantitative amino acid analysis and UV absorption.
In addition, for seven proteins in the SP175 set, independent
CD measurements are reported by Perczel et al.10 For these
proteins, the intensity of the measured CD spectra diﬀers by
factors between 1.1 and 0.8, further supporting the use of
scaling factors to match our predictions.
Including Side-Chain Contributions to the CD
Spectrum. Because the best achievable prediction accuracy
(Performance Comparison) is still markedly higher than the
ones we obtained based solely on the SS composition (even
after rescaling the measured CD spectra), including additional
information should further improve the CD prediction
accuracy. As the second most common type of chromophores
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Figure 8. CD spectrum predictions and accuracy improvements for the P53/CBP protein complex. (A) Comparison of two structural ensemble
models, 20 structures from a nuclear magnetic resonance bundle (NMR) and an ensemble of 1000 snapshots (‘MD’) extracted from a 10 μs MD
simulation of the same complex. The percentages below indicate average secondary structure contents, divided into α-helix (AH), β-strand (BS), and
random coil (RC). (B) Improvement of predicted CD spectra (dashed lines) with respect to measured spectra (solid lines). Predicted spectra are
shown as “null” (black, Scalc(λ) = 0), NMR (blue, using the NMR bundle without any further corrections), MD (red, using the MD ensemble
instead), and MD-side chains (green, MD with side-chain corrections), all calculated with the SESCA basis set DS-dTSC3. The experimental CD
spectrum is shown with (brown) and without (black) intensity scaling. (C) The sequence of arrows shows, to scale, the increase in prediction
accuracy due to the above four improvement steps for the P53/CBP complex (top) and for the SP175 reference set (averaged, mid). The bottom
arrows indicate the best achievable accuracies for the SP175 set using “perfect” secondary structure compositions obtained by CD spectrum
deconvolution (magenta). The bottom gray bar translates the achieved RMSD values from the measured spectra into estimated secondary structure
errors for the used models.

Given that the intensities of the backbone and the side-chain
basis spectra are rather similar (Figure 7B,C shows examples for
the DSSP-T1SC basis set), the improvement due to inclusion of
the side-chain spectra is small. We attribute this unexpected
result mainly to 2 factors. The ﬁrst is the partial cancellation of
contributions from side-chain basis spectra with opposite signs
and similar coeﬃcients. This is observed for most reference
proteins because most globular proteins have similar AA
compositions. For example, Figure 7D shows the total
contribution of the side chains for each protein in the SP175
reference set, which, overall, are an order of magnitude smaller
than the individual side-chain basis spectra. The second factor is
the correlation between AA and SS compositions (Pearson
coeﬃcients between 0.2 and 0.6 for SP175), which implies that
a substantial fraction of the side-chain contributions is
described already by the backbone basis spectra.
A potential third factor is that the side-chain contributions
strongly depend on their environment, which therefore cannot
be accurately described by just one basis spectrum. Examples
are contributions from buried versus solvent-accessible side
chains or side chains in diﬀerent protonation states. However,
we will not explore this possibility further here.
Whereas including the side-chain corrections improves the
predicted CD spectra only slightly for most globular proteins,
the RMSDset calculated for the GXG20 peptides decreases

the SS-dependent backbone contribution of the peptide bonds,
while others provided the side-chain contributions, which
depend only on the AA composition.
The resulting optimized mixed basis sets (examples are
shown in Figures S17−S22) typically include 3−6 backbone
basis spectra and 4−7 side-chain basis spectra, with one or two
basis spectra representing the positive CD signals of the
aromatic residues. Figure 7A compares the average RMSDset’s
achieved by optimized basis sets with (shaded bars) and
without (solid bars) side-chain contributions. For a fair
comparison, predictions for all globular proteins were
compared to their rescaled reference spectra, and the basis
spectra of SS-only basis sets were recalculated using the rescaled
GP59 set (as discussed in Potential Measurement Errors of the
Reference Set). As the ﬁgure shows, including side-chain
information improves both RMSDmean
GP59 (training) by 0.16
mean
kMRE and RMSDTS8
(cross-validation) by 0.11 kMRE.
Notably, the gain in prediction accuracy is larger (0.29
kMRE) when the mixed basis sets are compared to the original
optimized basis sets while predicting the unmodiﬁed TS8
spectra. The relatively small inﬂuence of the side groups for
globular proteins is in line with the PCA analysis of the SP175
spectra, which suggested an upper limit of ∼0.4 kMRE, and
underscores the robustness of the secondary-structure-based
SESCA predictions.
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Next, we assessed the eﬀect of intensity scaling. To this end,
we determined a mean scaling factor (SFmean
= 1.18) by
j
averaging over the optimal scaling factors required to match the
spectra predicted from the MD model using the four basis sets
mentioned above. For the DS-dTSC3 basis set, rescaling the
measured CD spectrum by 1.18 (Figure 8B, brown) further
reduced the prediction RMSD for the MD model from 4.45 to
3.59 kMRE (Figure 8C, brown arrow).
Finally, including side-chain contributions shifts the peaks of
the predicted spectrum (Figure 8B, green) between 190 and
210 nm and reduces the deviation from the rescaled spectrum
to RMSDj= 2.85 kMRE (Figure 8C, green arrow). Altogether,
the applied corrections improve the prediction accuracy for the
P53/CBP complex by 4.1 kMRE (7.23 vs 2.85 kMRE),
indicating that such corrections may allow accurate SESCA
predictions for other IDPs as well.
For comparison, the CD spectrum of the P53/CBP complex
was also predicted from the NMR model by DichroCalc (6.16
kMRE, without side chains) and PDB2CD (7.79 kMRE).
Unfortunately, for technical reasons, predicting the CD
spectrum from the MD model was not possible using these
methods. Rescaling the measured spectrum improves the
RMSD for both methods to 5.03 and 6.50 kMRE, respectively.
Additional accounting for side-chain contributions improves
the RMSD further for DichroCalc to a remarkable 3.46 kMRE.
Thus, when both scaling and side-chain corrections are applied,
the prediction RMSD of DichroCalc is between 2.85 and 5.62
kMRE, the values obtained using the tested SESCA basis set
with and without accounting for the conformational ﬂexibility
by MD.
The second series of arrows in Figure 8C (globular proteins,
observed) shows the corresponding average RMSD improvements achieved for the SP175 reference set using the same DSdTSC3 basis set. We followed the same steps as outlined for the
P53/CBP complex, except that improvements due to MD
simulations were not calculated, as validated MD simulations
were mostly not available. As indicated by the gray bar at the
bottom of Figure 8C, the average quality of the (mostly) crystal
structures in the reference set (RMSDset = 3.73 kMRE, ΔSSest
set =
20%) is similar to that obtained for the P53/CBP complex by
NMR spectroscopy with subsequent MD simulation (ΔSSest
j =
24%). Using these structural models, RMSDset improves mostly
due to intensity scaling (1.21 kMRE, brown arrow), while sidechain corrections, as expected, yield much smaller average
improvements (0.16 kMRE, green arrow) compared to the IDP
complex (0.74 kMRE). Applying the above corrections also
reduces the estimated model errors to 13% for the SP175 set
and to 15% for the P53/CBP complex, respectively.
Finally, we also calculated an upper limit for the prediction
accuracy that can be achieved with “perfect” structure models,
obtained by deconvolving (see Section S7) the rescaled and
side-chain corrected CD spectra with the backbone basis
spectra. Applying all further improvements, as outlined above,
results in the third sequence of arrows (Figure 8C, globular
proteins, best estimated), and an optimal RMSDset = 1.43
kMRE is achieved.

markedly by 1.9−3.2 kMRE because their CD spectra are
largely deﬁned by the side-chain signals. This result suggests
that the side-chain contributions might be more important for
the prediction of CD spectra of small peptides or proteins with
unusual AA compositions such as the low-complexity regions
and sequence repeats often found in intrinsically disordered
proteins. Therefore, in the next section, we analyze a system
composed of two disordered proteins to test if side chains
indeed play a larger role in predicting their CD spectra.
Case Study: CD Predictions for a Flexible Protein
Complex. To quantify the outlined improvements in
prediction accuracy due to model quality, spectrum rescaling,
and side-chain contributions, we selected the ﬂexible protein
complex formed by the two IDP domains P53-AD2 and CBPNCBD40 as a test system. These domains form an ordered
complex, the structure of which (PDB code 2L14) was
determined by NMR spectroscopy. We chose this complex
because without the above improvements, a poor mean
prediction accuracy (an RMSDmean
= 5.07 kMRE and σj =
j
1.58 kMRE) was achieved by the six methods described in
Averaging over Prediction Results, and only the HBSS-3 basis
set predicted the CD spectrum with above average accuracy
(2.0 kMRE). In this sense, it is a particularly challenging test
system.
To put the prediction accuracy improvements in perspective,
we ﬁrst added a “null” prediction accuracy as the RMSD
between the measured spectrum (Figure 8B, black solid line)
and a “ﬂat line prediction” Scalc
jl = 0 (RMSD = 8.23 kMRE, black
dashed line). Then, we predicted the CD spectrum of the P53/
CBP complex from the unmodiﬁed NMR bundle shown
(Figure 8A left, blue), which contained 20 conformations. For
the CD predictions, we used the mixed basis set DS-dT3SC, as
it has both high accuracy (RMSDcross = 3.72 kMRE) and
sensitivity (ΔSSmin = 6.9%). The ﬁrst predicted spectrum
(Figure 8B, blue dashed line) was calculated with only the
backbone basis spectra without scaling or side-chain corrections
and diﬀered from the measured spectrum by an RMSD of 7.23
kMRE (Figure 8C, “NMR/Cryst”).
To probe the eﬀects of the underlying structural model on
prediction accuracy, we generated a second model for the P53/
CBP complex (Figure 8A right, red). This model was a
structural ensemble of 1000 conformations obtained from an
MD simulation, which was started from the NMR model as
described in Structural Models and Molecular Dynamics
Simulations. The MD ensemble described conformational
heterogeneity and ﬂexibility of the system, and its SS
composition contained 9.5% more random coil than the
NMR bundle. The MD model was validated by predicting the
average backbone NMR chemical shifts from both models using
the Sparta+ program41 and by comparing the resulting chemical
shift proﬁles (discussed in Section S12) with the original NMR
measurements. The lower average deviation of the calculated
Cα secondary chemical shifts (1.06 vs 1.39 ppm), which are
strongly correlated with the SS, suggests that the MD model
represents the SS composition of the P53/CBP complex in
solution better than the original NMR model.
As expected, the RMSD of the spectrum predicted from the
MD model (Figure 8B, red) is markedly smaller (4.45 kMRE),
improving the prediction accuracy by 2.48 kMRE (Figure 8C,
red arrow). Additionally, the better model also improved the
RMSDmean
of the complex by 2.0 kMRE when the CD spectra
j
were predicted using the four SESCA basis sets listed in
Averaging over Prediction Results.

■

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented a new structure-based empirical
spectrum calculation approach (SESCA) to predict the
electronic circular dichroism (CD) spectra of proteins from
their secondary structure (SS) composition, which in turn was
derived from their model structures. For several structure
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required to understand their conformational ﬂexibility, which is
often closely related to the IDP function. A more systematic
assessment of SESCA performance regarding IDPs will be
addressed in a separate study.
Here, we have exploited the high sensitivity of CD
spectroscopy to the average SS of α-L-amino acid polypeptides
to evaluate and improve protein structural models. Our SESCA
is not restricted to proteins and peptides, however. Because CD
spectroscopy is also sensitive to the structures of polynucleic
acids (DNA and RNA), modiﬁed polypeptides (e.g., by posttranslational modiﬁcations or ones composed of unnatural
amino acids), and certain carbohydrates (such as glycan
structures), SESCA can also be applied to these biomolecules
as soon as appropriate reference data sets become available.

classiﬁcation algorithms (DSSP, DISICL, and HbSS), basis
spectrum sets were derived and their prediction accuracies were
assessed by comparison to measured CD spectra.
All basis spectra were derived and optimized using a
reference set consisting of 71 globular proteins; subsequently,
the prediction accuracies of the basis sets were determined by
cross-validation on a second, non-overlapping set of eight
selected proteins, covering a broad range of SS contents.
SESCA predicts the experimental CD spectra of these proteins
with an average root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) as small
as 3.3 ± 0.6 × 103 deg·cm2/dmol (3.3 ± 0.6 kMRE) in mean
residue ellipticity units or 0.9 ± 0.2 M−1 cm−1 in Δε units. This
prediction accuracy is markedly better than that of the best
currently available algorithms PDB2CD (3.9 kMRE) and
DichroCalc (5.6 kMRE).
Closer analysis of the optimized basis sets shows that the best
possible prediction accuracy given the current reference set and
SS information was reached using 3−8 basis spectra and that
this prediction accuracy is similar for all of the tested SS
classiﬁcation protocols.
Further, we demonstrate that SESCA enables one to validate
structural models based on the RMSD between its predictions
and measured protein CD spectra. Depending on the basis set
used, our results show that SESCA is able to discriminate
between structural models diﬀering as little as 4−12% in their
SS composition. Using this methodology and the measured CD
spectra, we estimate that, on average, the SS composition of
model structures in our reference sets diﬀers by 15−20% from
the solution structure of their respective proteins.
Investigating 13 reference proteins of which the CD spectra
were particularly hard to predict, we determined that these SS
diﬀerences, together with inaccurate normalization of the
measured CD spectra, are the major factors limiting our
prediction accuracy. Nevertheless, even though inaccurate
protein models and CD spectra lead to poor RMSD values
for some of the reference proteins, our CD spectrum prediction
method proved to be relatively robust with respect to these
outliers in the training set.
Rescaling the reference spectra, discarding the worst outliers
from the training set, and accounting for AA side-chain
contributions via an additional 4−7 basis spectra, we derived
“mixed” basis sets that improved the prediction accuracy of
SESCA to 2.5 ± 0.3 kMRE.
For globular proteins, including side-chain contributions
yielded only small (on average, less than 0.2 kMRE)
improvements for CD predictions. In contrast, for small
peptides as well as for a sample complex of two intrinsically
disordered protein (IDP) domains, namely, P53-AD2 and
CBP-NCBD (P53/CBP), side-chain contributions improved
the prediction accuracies substantially.
Due to the simple SS calculations involved, as well as the use
of precalculated basis sets, SESCA is computationally highly
eﬃcient and can be applied to rather large structural ensembles.
This feature allows one to go beyond average structures and to
account for eﬀects of a protein’s conformational ﬂexibility on its
CD spectrum. Indeed, for the P53/CBP complex, an extended
molecular dynamics trajectory improves the accuracy of the
calculated CD spectrum considerably (by more than 2.0
kMRE).
Speciﬁcally, the example of the P53/CBP complex suggests
that SESCA may be particularly helpful in modeling IDPs.
These biologically highly relevant molecules are notoriously
hard to characterize, and structural ensembles are usually
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